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1. This mythological figure had children with both Aethra and [pli-oh-nee] Pleione. One story tells of his refusal to give shelter to Perseus, who used the head of Medusa to turn him to stone. The father of the Hyades, Pleiades, and Hesperides, he is most famous for a punishment imposed on him for storming the heavens in the war between the Olympic gods and the titans. For 10 points - who is this brother of Prometheus, punished to forever bear the heavens upon his shoulders?
Answer: Atlas

2. In plants they are typically 200 nucleotides long, while in animals they reach lengths of 1000 nucleotides. Formed only on the lagging strand of DNA, they give rise to growth in the 3 prime to 5 prime direction, when ligase assembles them into a continuous daughter strand. Making up a significant proportion of newly synthesized DNA - for 10 points - what are these “fragments” named for their Japanese discoverer?
Answer: Okazaki fragments

3. Two paintings can be seen in the background of this work, which features a man cloaked in shadow staring at the viewer from the back left. The far right features a woman holding a baby, while a child in red stands out in the center, and stands just to the left of the title king. Known for its realistic depiction of the weaknesses of its subjects - for 10 points - what is this great group portrait by Goya?
Answer: The Family of Charles IV 
Accept: The Family of Carlos IV

4. By the end of this play, the spinster teacher Rosemary Sydney has succeeded in engineering her marriage to Howard Bevans. At first, the intellectual tomboy Millie Owens is slated to attend the title event with Hal Carter, a drifter who has just arrived in town to visit his old college friend Alan Seymour. However, Alan’s girlfriend Madge Owens soon falls in love with Hal, and joins him in hopping a freight train for Tulsa at play’s end in - for 10 points - what play by William Inge?
Answer: Picnic

5. Gilbert was a naturalist who wrote 1789’s The Natural History and Antiquities of Selborne. Henry was an English poet who wrote The Christiad. Hayden is a historiographer and author of the essay “The Burden of History” and the book Metahistory. Stanford was the architect of Madison Square Garden. Patrick was the author of Voss and The Tree of Man. For 10 points - what is this common surname also shared by the author E.B.?
Answer: White

6. In the days before this battle one army marched through the Amanian Gates and encamped in the rear of the opposing army, forcing it to turn and march to the namesake location. Early in the fighting the Persian left wing was shattered by forces crossing the Pinarus River, who then focused on the Greek mercenaries in the Persian center, creating confusion in that army and forcing Darius III to flee. For 10 points - what was this 333 BCE victory for Alexander the Great?
Answer: Issus

7. He recently presided over the marriage of Corey Feldman. 2001’s patriotically themed Active Duty is his latest album, but his last major label effort was 1995’s Inside Out. His first major album, Let’s Get It Started, produced the hit “Turn This Mutha Out”, but he is best known for an album whose second and third singles were “Have You Seen Her” and “Pray”. For 10 points - who is this puffy-pants wearing rapper best known for “U Can’t Touch This”?
Answer: M.C. Hammer 
Accept: Stanley Burrell

8. It has an area of roughly 200,000 square miles, and is found between two so-called “anchor points”, the eastern of which is the Edward VII Peninsula. In the east is the Bay of Whales, while its western edge is home to McMurdo Sound. It surrounds Roosevelt Island, and its great white barrier front reaches heights of up to 200 feet. For 10 points - what is this Antarctic feature, the world’s largest body of floating ice?
Answer: Ross Ice Shelf

9. Near the climax of this novel, the protagonist stops on a beach where he is attacked by giant crabs, and then ends up in a place where the only sign of life is a giant black blob with tentacles. Earlier, he had explored what he called the “Palace of Green Porcelain”, gaining the matches he needed to help Weena and the other Eloi fight their enemies, the Morlocks, in the year 802,701 AD. For 10 points - what is this H.G. Wells novel?
Answer: The Time Machine

10. Known for proposing the idea of the oxyacetylene torch, this man’s time as a mining engineer led him to devise an optical pyrometer and a platinum-rhodium thermocouple. He translated into French the writings of Josiah Gibbs, who partly anticipated his most famous idea, which states that a system in equilibrium would adjust to oppose any change to the system. For 10 points - who was this French chemist known for eponymous principle?
Answer: Henri Le Chatelier

11. When this man gets tired of his guests, he has a crazy clown sweep them off his set. He reveals his top 5 list and interviews celebrities during his show, during which he is harassed by the “white-man cam” and which is only 15 minutes long since "the man" wouldn't give him 30. Known for his huge afro and black-power salute - for 10 points - who is this controversial host of "The Dark Side" played by Chris Rock?
Answer: Nat X

12. Samuel Miller rendered the majority decision, arguing that the Fourteenth Amendment had to be considered in the light of the originally purpose of its framers. Creating a sharp distinction between national citizenship and state citizenship, the decision applied to a number of related cases, including Esteban v. Louisiana, which attacked a monopoly granted by the Louisiana legislature. For 10 points -- what were these cases originally filed by butchers?
Answer: Slaughterhouse cases

13. Observing that there is no sadder sight than a “sad Japanese man”, the protagonist and his friend Ben help save G-Fresh’s sushi bar. Earlier, the protagonist, a Mormon named Joe Young, had been convinced to take a movie role as the title superhero, who with the help of his sidekick, Choda-Boy, must survive sex with “T-Rex” and defeat Jizz-Master Zero, played by Ron Jeremy. For 10 points - what is this film about the world of pornography directed by Trey Parker?
Answer: Orgazmo

14. Part of the basis for its member’s claims derived from their descent from Lionel, Duke of Clarence, through his great-granddaughter, Anne Mortimer. Founded by Edmund of Langley, they were the younger of two branches of an earlier house, and came to end with the marriage of Elizabeth in 1486. Its claims were originally pressed by Duke Richard, leading to the rule of Edward IV, Edward V, and Richard III. For 10 points - what is this house symbolized by a white rose and opposed by the House of Lancaster?
Answer: House of York 
Prompt on: Plantagenet






15. Generally blue-gray in color, it had stout yellow legs and a large blackish bill with a reddish sheath forming a hooked tip. Scientifically named Raphus cucullatus, it was closely related to the Reunion and Rodrigues solitaires. Found on the island of Mauritius, the only non-skeletal remains of it are two heads and two feet. For 10 points - what was this flightless bird, the last of which died in 1681?
Answer: dodo 
Accept early: Raphus cucullatus

16. This work was originally written for a mechanical instrument invented by Malzel, but was later orchestrated by the composer. Inspired by an event at Victoria, Spain, it consists of English and French fanfares, settings of Rule, Britannia and Marlborough [sahn va-tahn gair] s’en va-t-en guerre, and a quotation of God Save the King. The opus 91 of Beethoven - for 10 points - what is this orchestral work commemorating the defeat of Napoleon?
Answer: Battle Symphony 
Accept: Wellington’s Victory 
Accept: Battle of Victoria

17. Early in this novel the protagonist is tempted to begin an affair with the Irish playwright Michaelis, and later claims to be pregnant by the artist Duncan Forbes. The arrival of Bertha Coutts complicates the plans of the protagonist, whose unfulfilling life at the estate Wrangby carrying for her paralyzed husband Sir Clifford led her into a relationship with Oliver Mellors, the gamekeeper. Known for the controversy surrounding it - for 10 points - what is this novel by D.H. Lawrence?
Answer: Lady Chatterley’s Lover

18. Lesser-known works by this artist include paintings the altarpiece of the Maria-schnee Chapel of Saints Peter and Alexander in Aschaffenburg. Court painter to two successive archbishops of Mainz, he differed from his great contemporary Dürer in his dedication to medieval religious subjects, the best known of which is an altarpiece for the Anthonite Abbey in Alsace. For 10 points - who is this creator of the Isemheim Altarpiece honored in a music work by Paul Hindemith?
Answer: Mathais Grunewald 
Accept: Mathais Gothardt

19. In 2000 this politician teamed with Republican Sam Brownback to author legislation to prevent international sex-slave trafficking. He spent 21 years as a teacher at Carleton College after attending North Carolina, where he was a champion wrestler. In 1990, he gained attention with his upstart senate campaign conducted on his trademark green bus. For 10 points - who was this two-time senator from Minnesota recently killed in a plane crash?
Answer: Paul Wellstone

20. This leader created the “Rally of the French People”, but dissolved it six years later due to its limited success in promoting strong government. Rising to prominence due to his writing of The Army of the Future in which he argued for increased mechanization in the army, he later withdrew his country’s support from NATO and kept England out of the European Economic Community. For 10 points - who was this leader who headed the Free French during World War Two?
Answer: Charles de Gaulle

21. Many of these stars experience the characteristic Blazhko effect. The AB type all have approximately the same absolute magnitude of +0.5, making them valuable distance indicators. The similarity of the light-curves of the AB type to Cepheid Variables was the source of their old name, (*) short-period Cepheids. For 10 points - what are these yellow giant pulsating variables, whose prototype is found in the constellation Lyra?
Answer: RR Lyrae 
Accept: cluster variable
Accept: short-period Cepheid until (*)
22. Currently, its most promising products are BEC2 and ERBITUX. Founded in 1984, its two facilities are a manufacturing facility in Somerville, New Jersey and its headquarters in New York City. Its founder and former CEO, Samuel Waksal, recently pleaded guilty to six federal charges related to securities-fraud. For 10 points - what is this biopharmaceutical company, the subject of possible insider-trading by Martha Stewart?
Answer: ImClone Systems Incorporated

23. Cephalus is the master of the house in which this work is set.  Book II sees Glaucon introduce the story of the “ring of Gyges”, while the concluding parable of the work is the myth of Er, arguing that a just life is the only defense against the vagaries of life. At one point, Socrates uses the “allegory of the cave” to defend his belief that a just city contains a populace ruled by a philosopher-king. For 10 points - this describes what work of Plato?
Answer: The Republic

24. Noah Webster read law in the offices of this man, who as U.S. circuit court judge from his state ruled in United States v. Isaac Williams that a citizen could not expatriate himself without the government’s consent. With Roger Sherman he devised the Connecticut Compromise, and as a senator from Connecticut chaired the committee that drafted the Judiciary Act. For 10 points - who was this man who in 1796 became the third chief justice of the Supreme Court?
Answer: Oliver Ellsworth

25. A dam at Puente de Alcantara forms one of the world’s great man-made lakes. Rising in the Sierra de Albarracin, at Vila Franca de Xira it forms its namesake estuary after flowing through the fertile Abrantes region. Just before the town of Bolarque it is held back by the dams of Entrepenas and Buendia, forming the Sea of Castile, while later it forms a natural harbor for Lisbon. For 10 points -- what is this longest river of the Iberian Peninsula?
Answer: Tagus (or Rio Tejo or Rio Tajo)

26. This author wrote Book of the Deeds and Good Morals of the Wise King Charles V, a first-hand account of life in that king’s court. She wrote love ballads to support her children after the death of her husband Estienne de Castel, while Book of Three Virtues is a sequel to her best-known work. Probably the first woman since antiquity to make a living as an author, for 10 points - who is this 15th century French author of The Book of the City of Women?
Answer: Christine de Pisan

27. In 1895, a highly sensitive version of this device was created by Charles Boys to refine the measurements from its most famous application. Charles Coulomb used a version of one to measure the force of electric and magnetic attraction. It operates by using a beam of light reflected from a mirror to measure the displacement that occurs in a horizontal rod due to the minute forces under observation. For 10 points - what is this device used by Henry Cavendish to measure the gravitational constant?
Answer: torsion balance

28. Nothing is known of his fate after he was ordered to stop preaching at Bethel by the priest [a-ma-zi-uh] Amaziah. He was a native of Tekoa who flourished during the reigns of Uzziah and Jeroboam II, and preached the destruction of Israel after experiencing visions of the divine destruction of the Hebrews. For 10 points - who is this namesake of the third of the minor prophetic books of the Old Testament, the first Hebrew prophet to have a book named for him?
Answer: Amos
29. Using packages delivered by the dog Hermes, this work’s title figure learns about and eventually meets Alberto Marx, while also receiving strange postcards addressed to Hilde Knag. Soon the protagonist and Marx become convinced that they are simply elements of the mind of Hilde’s father Albert, who has been using their story to teach his daughter about the history of Western philosophy. One of the best-selling novels of the 1990s - for 10 points - what is this Norwegian novel by Jostein Gaarder?
Answer: Sophie’s World: A Novel About the History of Philosophy
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1. For 10 points each, answer the following about a religious philosopher.
A. (10) An Archbishop of Canterbury, this man is sometimes cited as the father of scholasticism for the ideas found in works like On the Devil’s Fall, Monologion, and Proslogion.
Answer: St. Anselm
B. (10) Found in the Proslogion, St. Anselm’s most famous idea was this argument for the existence of God, conceiving of God as “that which nothing greater can be imagined”.
Answer: ontological argument
C. (10) The term “ontological argument” was coined by this philosopher and author of Critique of Pure Reason.
Answer: Immanuel Kant

2. For the stated number of points, answer the following about an important trail.
A. (5) The two end points of this trail to the American West were Independence, Missouri, and the Columbia River.
Answer: Oregon Trail
B. (10) This historian and author of the 7-volume France and England in North America recorded his Western travels in his 1849 book The Oregon Trail.
Answer: Francis Parkman
C. (15) The Oregon Trail became a popular route to the west after this physician led his so-called “great migration” of some 1,000 settlers in 1843, one year after Elijah White’s smaller expedition.
Answer: Marcus Whitman

3. Try to “altar” the score by naming the creators of these Flemish altarpieces for 10 points each.
A. (10) Ghent Altarpiece
Answer: Jan van Eyck or Hubert van Eyck
B. (10) Portinari Altarpiece
Answer: Hugo van der Goes
C. (10) Miraflores Altarpiece, Granada Altarpiece
Answer: Roger van der Weyden

4. For 10 points each, name the following about a class of compounds.
A. (10) Formed by reactions of alcohols and acids, these compounds have formula RCOOR prime when formed from carboxylic acids.
Answer: esters
B. (10) Catalyzed by sodium ethoxide, this condensation reaction produces a keto-ester from two ester molecules.
Answer: Claisen condensation
C. (10) This reaction of esters with alkalis to give alcohols and salts of carboxylic acids is often used to make soap.
Answer: saponification

5. Canadian government official Francoise Ducros recently caused a furor by insulting George W. Bush.  For the stated number of points:
A. (10) Ducros referred to Bush using this pejorative term.
Answer: moron
B. (5) Ducros’ resignation was originally rejected by this prime minister.
Answer: Jean Chretien
C. (15) Her resignation was eventually accepted after an outcry led by this man who replaced Stockwell Day as leader of the Canadian Alliance.
Answer: Stephen Harper

6. For 10 points each, name the following about an American poet.
A. (10) This poet is known for the variety of styles found in collections like The Far Field, Words for the Wind, and The Waking.
Answer: Theodore Roethke
B. (10) This Theodore Roethke elegy memorializes a student who died when she was thrown from a horse.
Answer: Elegy for Jane
C. (10) Words for the Wind won Roethke this prize awarded by the Yale Library after its namesake foundation ended its involvement when Ezra Pound was selected as its first winner.
Answer: Bollingen Prize

7. For 10 points each, answer the following about the Hindu caste system.
A. (10) The casts are groups into four major divisions known by this name, which means "color".
Answer: varna(s)
B. (10) This caste is considered to be below all of the major varnas, and consists of "untouchables" who carry out the most polluting tasks.
Answer: hajiran 
Accept: dalit
C. (10) This major division of the caste system consists of artisans and laborers, and was added after the first three had already developed.
Answer: Shudra(s)

8. For 10 points each, name the authors of these works of classical literature.
A. (10) Daphnis and Chloe
Answer: Longus
B. (10) The Argonautica
Answer: Apollonius of Rhodes
C. (10) Carmen saeculare, The Epistulae, Ars Poetica
Answer: Horace 
Accept: Quintus Horatius Flaccus

9. For 10 points each, name the following about a German art movement.
A. (10) Formed in 1905 by artists like Fritz Bleyl and Erich Heckel, this movement was named for the artists’ desire to lead the way to the art of the future through intense, angst-ridden works.
Answer: Die Brucke 
Accept: The Bridge
B. (10) This leader of the Bridge is known paintings like Girl Under Japanese Umbrella, Street, Berlin and Bathers at Moritzburg.
Answer: Ernst Ludwig Kirchner
C. (10) Also associated with the Bridge was this female artist known for her depictions of the poor in series of prints like Weavers’ Revolt and Peasants’ War.
Answer: Kathe Kollwitz

10. For 10 points each, answer the following about those rabble-rousing French-Canadians.
A. (10) This speaker of the Assembly of Lower Canada inspired a namesake 1837-38 uprising of those seeking democratic reforms, but fled to the U.S. when fighting broke out.
Answer: Louis-Joseph Papineau
B. (10) Formed in 1968, this party is dedicated to promoting the use of the French language and gaining independence for Quebec.
Answer: Parti Quebecois
C. (10) The Parti Quebecois was founded by this man who became premier in 1976, but saw his 1980 referendum for independence fail.
Answer: Rene Levesque [le-vek]



11. For 10 points each, name these pioneers in the study of I.Q.
A. (10) This Frenchman studied higher mental processes using pencil and paper tests, collecting his results in Psychology of Reasoning, and developed a scale of verbal intelligence with Theodore Simon.
Answer: Alfred Binet
B. (10) This American’s English-language version of Binet’s work is known as the Stanford-Binet test. He studies of the inheritability of intelligence are collected in Genetic Studies of Genius.
Answer: Lewis Terman
C. (10) This man introduced the Deviation Quotient, which compared children’s IQs with others of their age group. He is known for two major intelligence scales for adults and children known as the WAIS and WISC.
Answer: David Wechsler

12. For 10 points each, name these compositions by Gustav Mahler.
A. (10) This group of nine songs for piano and 13 for orchestra was based on a collection of German folk songs collected by Achim von Arnim and Clemens Brentano.
Answer: The Youth’s Magic Horn 
Accept: Des Knaben Wunderhorn
B. (10) Mahler incorporated the song (ur-licked) “Urlicht” from “The Youth’s Magic Horn” into this, his symphony number 2.
Answer: Resurrection Symphony
C. (10) Mahler also used a lyric from The Youth’s Magic Horn, as well as a Bavarian folk song, in the fourth movement of this short, joyous, and un-nicknamed G major symphony for orchestra and soprano.
Answer: Symphony No. 4

13. For 10 points each, answer the following about charged particles.
A. (10) 1 over 4 pi epsilon is the constant in this law stating that the force between two charged particles is directly proportional to the product of the charges and inversely proportional to the square of the distance between them.
Answer: Coulomb’s law
B. (10) This unit of area is used to measure cross sections in nuclear reactions involving incident particles, and equals 10 to the negative 28 square meters.
Answer: barn
C. (10) This precession of the motion of charged particles in a magnetic field was first deduced by its namesake in 1897.
Answer: Larmor precession

14. For 10 points each, answer the following about Heracles.
A. (10) This woman became the mother of Heracles when Zeus assumes the likeness of her husband [am-fih-tree-on] Amphitryon.
Answer: Alcmena
B. (10) Amphitryon impregnated Alcmena on the same night as Zeus, thus leading to the birth of this mortal twin of Heracles.
Answer: Iphicles [if-ih-cleez]
C. (10) Heracles first married this daughter of the king of Thebes, but killed her and their children after driven mad by Hera.
Answer: Megara

15. For 10 points each, name the following things united by syphilis.
A. (10) Advanced syphilis ended the conducting career of this composer of the operas The Devil’s Wall, The Two Widows, and The Kiss.
Answer: Bedrich Smetana
B. (10) A notorious U.S. government study in this city saw hundreds of black men deliberately misdiagnosed so that the disease’s progress could be studied.
Answer: Tuskegee, Alabama
C. (10) Captain Alving dies of syphilis in this play by Henrik Ibsen.
Answer: Ghosts 
Accept: Gengangere

16. Name these Graham Greene novels for 10 points each.
A. (10) This novel concentrates on the relationship between the naïve CIA agent Alden Pyle and the British journalist Thomas Fowler.
Answer: The Quiet American
B. (10) This novel tells of a drunker Mexican priest being hunted by revolutionaries.
Answer: The Power and the Glory
C. (10) Featuring a character who had once ran as the U.S. Presidential candidate of the Vegetarian Party, this novel set in 1960s Haiti tells of Brown’s inheritance of a run-down hotel near Port-au-Prince.
Answer: The Comedians

17. For 10 points each, answer the following about King Abdullah’s favorite film, Office Space.
A. (10) One of the employees at Initech is cursed with sharing his name with this singer whom he dubs a “no talent ass-clown”.
Answer: Michael Bolton
B. (10) The plan to steal money from Initech is inspired by a similar plan hatched in this really bad movie.
Answer: Superman III
C. (10) Carrot Top has argued persuasively for the symbolic significance of this red piece of office equipment which Lumburgh keeps taking from Milton throughout the film.
Answer: a Swingline stapler (prompt on stapler)

18. Answer the following  jazz bonus questions for 10 points each.
A. (10) The style “free jazz” received its name from this man’s 1960 album. He is known for his trademark white plastic saxophone, and his successful fusion band Prime Time.
Answer: Ornette Coleman
B. (10) His 1962 album Takin’ Off included the widely performed “Watermelon Man”, but he is probably better known for his crossover hit and video for “Rockit”.
Answer: Herbie Hancock
C. (10) Considered by many to be the most influential saxophonist since 1940, he is known for his playing on ballads like his composition “Naima” and his “modal jazz” period, typified by the virtuoso piece “Giant Steps”.
Answer: John Coltrane

19. For 10 points each, name the state or territory of Australia based on features each contains.
A. (10) Lake Torrens, Lake Eyre, Adelaide
Answer: South Australia
B. (10) Roper River, Simpson Desert, Alice Springs
Answer: Northern Territory
C. (10) Lachlan River, the confluence of the Murray and Darling Rivers, Wollongong
Answer: New South Wales

20. For 10 points each, name the following about plant cells.
A. (10) These are the fine cytoplasmic strands that connect the protoplasts of adjacent plant cells by passing through their cell walls.
Answer: plasmodesmata [plas-mo-des-ma-ta]
B. (10) The cortex and pith are composed of this plant tissue consisting of roughly spherical, relatively undifferentiated cells.
Answer: parenchyma [pa-rehn-ki-ma]
C. (10) Differentiated from parenchyma are these plant tissues whose cell walls have been strengthened by lignin.
Answer: sclerenchyma [sklair-en-ki-ma]

21. For 10 points each, name the following Supreme Court cases involving the death penalty.
A. (10) Decided with Branch v. Texas and Jackson v. Georgia, this 1972 decision invalidated all state death penalties.
Answer: Furman v. Georgia
B. (10) This 1976 decision modified Furman by holding that the death penalty was not cruel and unusual punishment for first degree murder cases.
Answer: Gregg v. Georgia
C. (10) This 1977 decision further modified Gregg v. Georgia  by disallowing the death penalty for those found guilty of rape.
Answer: Coker v. Georgia

22. For 10 points each, answer the following concerning programming staples of ESPN2.
A. (10) Professional bowling has gained a boost from the outrageous antics of this Hall-of-Famer who now calls himself PBW and taunts his opponents with crotch-grabbing celebrations.
Answer: Pete Weber
B. (10) The women’s branch of this sport is currently selling itself using the heated rivalry between Karen Corr and Allison Fisher and the buzz surrounding the fetching Jeanette Lee.
Answer: billiards or pool (accept equivalents)
C. (10) This mentor of Dave Mirra in the BMX world, known as DMC, who is known for his groundbreaking stunts and willingness to compete while injured.
Answer: Dennis McCoy

23. For 10 points each, answer the following about recent Islamic death threat wackiness.
A. (10) This is the name for a formal legal edict in Islam most famously associated with calls for the death of offending individuals, like the one issued by the Ayatollah against Salman Rushdie.
Answer: fatwa
B. (10) The deputy governor of a northern state in an African country recently issued a fatwa calling for the death of a newspaper writer who wrote about Mohammad and the recent Miss World pageant, sparking riots. For 10 points each, name both the reporter and the country in which this occurred.
Answer: Isioma Daniel and Nigeria

24. For 10 points each, answer the following about a naval disaster.
A. (10) On July 25, 1956, this Italian luxury liner was about to complete its voyage from Genoa to New York when it was struck by another ship, leading to 52 deaths when it sank.
Answer: Andrea Doria
B. (10) The Andrea Doria sank when it was struck by this Swedish passenger ship.
Answer: Stockholm
C. (10) This man who captained the Andrea Doria was contradicted in the post-disaster court hearings on numerous points by officers of the Stockholm.
Answer: Piero Calamai

25. For 10 points each, name the Russian authors from works.
A. (10) One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich
Answer: Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn
B. (10) They Fought For Their Country, Virgin Soil Upturned, The Quiet Don
Answer: Mikhail Sholokov
C. (10) Flight, The Heart of a Dog, The Days of the Turbins
Answer: Mikhail Bulgakov

26. Strait up!  Identify these straits for 10 points each.
A. (10) This strait runs between Greenland and Iceland.
Answer: Denmark Strait


B. (10) Connecting Baffin Bay to the Arctic Ocean, this strait divides Greenland and Ellesmere Island.
Answer: Nares Strait
C. (10) This strait separates Baffin Island from the Ungava Peninsula of northern Quebec.
Answer: Hudson Strait

For the stated number of points, name these people who studied superconductivity despite not being superconductors themselves.
A. (10) Superconductivity was discovered in mercury by this Dutch physicist.
Answer: Heike Kamerlingh Onnes [ka-mer-ling ahn-nehs]
B. (5/5) The first satisfactory theory of superconductivity was the BCS theory. Name any two the developers of BCS for five points each.
Answers: John Bardeen, Leon Cooper, and John Schrieffer
C. (10) Two physicists shared the 1987 Physics Nobel Prize for their discovery of high-temperature superconductivity. Name either.
Answer: Johannes Bednorz and Alexander Muller

For 10 points each, name these tenets of Jainism.
A. (10) In order to eliminate the polluting karmans in the body, Jains undergo this process consisting of fasting, retreat to lonely places, mortification of the body, and atonement for sins.
Answer: nirjara
B. (10) Jains wearing of surgical masks is not a Michael Jackson impression, but rather part of their adherence to this doctrine of strict nonviolence.
Answer: ahimsa
C. (10) This is the stage of mental omniscience, accompanied by the direct experience of the soul’s unblemished form attained by liberated souls, such as Tirthankaras.
Answer: kevala

